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In the midst of the most intense drought in hundreds of years,
Northern California is being bombarded with rain (here are some
crazy photos). In a state that produces roughly half of the
country's fruits and veggies, the water is more than welcome.

www.motherjones.com/blue-marble/2014/12/think-storm-will-stop-drought-think-again
Here's How Much the Storm Is Helping California's Epic ...

The worst of the drought is over for California - CNBC
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/01/26/the-worst-of-the-drought-is-over...
The worst of the drought is over for California, ... and in Southern California reservoir
recovery ... of California remains in some form of drought, ...

California's Drought Emergency Is Over, State Water ...
https://weather.com/climate-weather/drought/news/california...
It's a step in the right direction amidst a drought that's still far from over. ... of the Irvine
Ranch Water District in Southern California told water ... People also search for

Drought
A drought is a period of
below-average
precipitation in a given
region, resulting in
prolonged shortages in
the water supply,
whether atmospheric,
surface water or ground

water. A drought can last for months or
years, or may be declared after as few as
15 days. It can have a substantial impact
on the ecosystem and agriculture of the
affected region and harm to the local
economy. Annual dry seasons in the tropics
significantly increase the chances of a
drought developing and subsequent bush
fires. Periods of heat can significantly
worsen drought conditions by hastening
evaporation of water vapour.
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Is the great California drought finally ending?
www.latimes.com/local/california/la-me-storms-drought-20170111...
Jan 12, 2017 · Is the great California drought ... we may be able to say that we've really
turned the tide and the drought's over ... In much of Southern California, ...

California Drought Portal
www.drought.ca.gov
The State Water Board stressed the need for continued conservation given that Central
and Southern California remain in drought ... over 2013 usage ...

Call it the Southern California drought. Rain and snow end
...
www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-drought-monitor-20170112-story.html
Jan 12, 2017 · A week of powerful storms in Northern California has significantly eased
the stateâ€™s water shortage, with a large swath of the state emerging from drought

California drought: Recent rains have almost ended it -
CNN
https://www.cnn.com/2017/01/26/us/weather-california-drought/index...
Jan 26, 2017 · In Southern California, Big Bear Mountain and Snow Summit have picked
up 110", ... As for declaring the drought officially over, ...

Drought still grips Southern California, keeping pressure ...
www.sacbee.com/news/state/california/water-and-drought/article...
Weak local rainfall this spring and summer in Southern California show why California's
drought is far from over. Ryan Sabalow The Sacramento Bee

California Drought
www.californiadrought.org/drought/current-conditions
For the most recent data on the California drought follow the links through the thumbnails
below:

'Is Drought Over Yet?': That Might Not Be the Right ...
https://www.nbclosangeles.com/news/local/Is-Drought-Over-Yet-May...
But Southern California is far from being able to get by without imported water. California's
History of Dry Spells in Photos. ... Is the drought over yet?

20 inches of rain, 12 feet of snow finally end 5-year ...
https://www.usatoday.com/.../northern-california-drought-ends/96487788
Jan 12, 2017 · Watch video · However, much of southern California remains dry, though
most not at the most severe level of drought. Only 2% of the state is in that category of
"exceptional" drought: an area that stretches from Los Angeles to Santa Barbara.

The drought is over in Northern California after up to 20 ...
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/capital-weather-gang/wp/2017/...
Watch video · The percentage of California that has emerged from drought ... The drought
is over in Northern California ... they have only â€¦

Drought - Current Map
droughtmonitor.unl.edu
The data cutoff for Drought Monitor maps is each Tuesday at ... over northern, eastern ...
with the higher deficits indicated over far southern Maine and adjacent ...

Droughts in California - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Droughts_in_California
Droughts in California ... drought in California can have a severe ... The summer of 2007
saw some of the worst wildfires in Southern California history ...

Causes · Effects · Historic droughts · Possible responses

California drought returns; water use climbs in enclaves ...
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/california-drought-returns-water-use...
U.S. drought monitors recently declared parts of Southern California back in severe
drought

Storms End Drought in Much of Northern California | The
...
https://weather.com/climate-weather/drought/news/california-snow...
In addition, much of central California and portions of southern California saw drought
conditions recover by one drought category. Last year in early January, 44.84 percent of
California was in the exceptional drought category, the highest on the scale from the U.S.
Drought Monitor.
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California's Drought - California is entering the fourth ...
https://www.cbsnews.com/pictures/californias-drought
A sign from wetter times warns people not to dive from a bridge over ... The wind-driven
brush fire burning out of control in drought-parched Southern California ...
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Is California still in drought?

https://www.cbsnews.com/pictures/californias-drought/


Are we still in a drought?



What is drought tolerant gardening?
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